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Abstract

The sharing of cyber security information between organizations, both
public and private, and across sectors and borders is required to increase situational awareness, reduce vulnerabilities, manage risk and
enhance cyber resilience. However, the notion of information sharing
often is a broad and multi-faceted concept. This chapter describes an
analytic framework for sharing cyber security information. A decomposition of the information sharing needs with regard to information
exchange elements is mapped to a grid whose vertical dimension spans
the strategic/policy, tactical and operational/technical levels and whose
horizontal dimension spans the incident response cycle. The framework
facilitates organizational and legal discussions about the types of cyber security information that can be shared with other entities along
with the terms and conditions of information sharing. Moreover, the
framework helps identify important aspects that are missing in existing
information exchange standards.
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1.

Introduction

Modern society and citizenry rely on the continuous and undisturbed functioning of critical infrastructure assets that provide vital goods and services [4].
The failure of a critical infrastructure can seriously impact the health and wellbeing of citizens, the economy and the environment, and the functioning of governments. Examples of critical infrastructures are power grids, transportation
systems, drinking water treatment and distribution systems, financial services
and government administration. These infrastructures increasingly depend on
information and communications – or so-called “cyber” – technologies. Cyber security and resilience are, therefore, critical topics for modern society [2].
The timely sharing of cyber security information between organizations – in a
critical sector, across sectors, nationally or internationally – is widely recog-
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nized as an eﬀective means to address the cyber security challenges faced by
organizations, especially those that are part of a critical infrastructure. For
example, the sharing of information across organizations at the boardroom
level is stimulated by the World Economic Forum [19, 20]. Another example is
the European Network Information Security (NIS) Platform, which promotes
collaboration and information exchange between stakeholders from the private
and public sectors [6].
The notion of “sharing” cyber security information is often misunderstood.
As a result, it may create internal organizational and legal barriers to sharing
information with other organizations. To address the problem, this chapter
presents an analytic framework for information sharing. A decomposition of
the information sharing needs with regard to information exchange elements is
mapped to a grid whose vertical dimension spans the strategic/policy, tactical
and operational/technical levels and whose horizontal dimension spans the incident response cycle [7]. The mapped elements facilitate discussions about the
types of information that can be shared with other organizations and the conditions under which they can be shared. The time criticality of the elements, if
it exists, is a factor that may influence sharing decisions. This chapter explains
how existing standards for information exchange as well as standards under
development are mapped to the elements. It also shows that a number of information sharing elements are not supported or even mentioned by standards
or standardization eﬀorts.

2.

Definitions

A critical infrastructure (CI) consists of assets and parts thereof that are
essential to the maintenance of critical societal functions, including the supply
chain, health, safety, security, economy or social well-being of people [4]. Similar
national definitions and sets of national critical infrastructure sectors can be
found in [3].
Cyber resilience is the ability of systems and organizations to withstand
cyber events. It is measured in terms of the mean time to failure and the mean
time to recovery [20].
Cyber security constitutes the safeguards and actions that can protect the
cyber domain, both in the civilian and military realms, from threats that are
associated with or that may harm the interdependent network and information
infrastructures in the cyber domain [5].

3.

Previous Work

The increased focus on cyber security has demonstrated that information
sharing is a very important good practice for improving cyber security across
collaborating organizations. Although information sharing has proved its value
in practice, little work has been done on the theoretical and practical aspects.
This section discusses some of the earlier studies that provide the foundation
of the research described in this chapter.
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MITRE has developed a set of technical/operational-level standards for
uniquely classifying and identifying threats, vulnerabilities and assets, and for
exchanging intrusion detection data (e.g., [13, 14]) in order to speed up the
prevent-detect-respond cycle. However, the wider incident management cycle
and the tactical and strategic levels are not (yet) fully covered by these eﬀorts.
From 2008 through 2012, a NATO Research and Technology Organization
(RTO) Research Task Group focused on developing a common operating picture
of coalition network defense [1]. To ease the eﬀort, the task group emphasized
the need to identify possible information exchange elements. Information exchange classes and elements within the types, specifically aimed at the defense
of coalition networks, were outlined during a brainstorming session. The final
report of the task group is yet to be published; only a draft final report exists
that contains an initial set of ten information exchange classes and thirty-nine
elements.
Research by the authors of this chapter has extended the initial set of information exchange classes and elements to the exchange of cyber security information between military entities and/or non-military coalition partners, as
well as to information exchange in civilian settings. One information exchange
class (actor information) and twelve new elements were added to the original
set. Some of the new elements were identified after mapping the set of elements
to the analysis framework, which is outlined in its final form in Section 4. This
chapter uses the expanded incident management cycle as one axis of the grid
to map the information exchange elements. The cycle, which is described in
the National Cyber Security Framework Manual (NCSFM) [7], comprises several phases: proaction, prevention, preparation, incident response, recovery and
aftercare/legal follow up.

4.

Analytic Framework for Information Sharing
This section describes the analytic framework for information sharing.

4.1

Information Exchange Classes and Elements

Detailed descriptions of the cyber security information exchange classes and
elements are provided in the Appendix. The information exchange classes range
from technical data on incidents (Class I) and detection data (Class D) to background and context information (Class B) and good practices (Class G). Each
class comprises a set of information sharing elements. Note that the classes
and elements diﬀer by the type of stakeholders that they aim to reach, ranging
from cyber security operations specialists to policy makers. The stakeholder
aims form the basis of the vertical dimension of the analysis framework.

4.2

Framework Levels

Based on the NCSFM governance model [7], the sharing of cyber security information takes place at three levels: (i) combined strategic and policy making
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Figure 1.

Analytic framework (grid from [7]).

levels; (ii) tactical steering level; and (iii) operational/technical levels. The level
at which cyber security information is shared largely depends on the job positions and responsibilities in an organization. Information sharing usually takes
place horizontally within the same decision making level when the information
exchange is cross-organizational or cross-sectoral. Horizontal information exchange may involve the sharing of data at the original level of detail, although,
in general, some form of anonymization or aggregation is employed. Shared
information can also propel vertically, but then the information is usually (and
preferably [8]) exchanged internal to an organization. Vertical information exchange generally involves a form of analysis in which more detailed data is
aggregated and/or assessed in support of decision making at the higher levels.

4.3

Incident Management Cycle

Information sharing is a cross-mandate that spans various public and private
mandates as outlined in the NCSFM [7]. Based on the incident management cycle outlined in the NCSFM, it is clear that an information sharing activity may
span one or more phases of the cycle. The cycle comprises several phases: proaction, prevention, preparation, incident response, recovery and aftercare/legal
follow up. For example, an organization may decide to concentrate on sharing
information about proaction and prevention activities given the mandates of
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Figure 2.

Time criticality of the information exchange elements.

the participants. Other sharing communities (e.g., CERT) focus on sharing
incident response and recovery information. Finally, law enforcement may concentrate on collecting shared intelligence to disrupt and prevent incidents from
occurring, or on deriving incident-specific evidence and situational information
for criminal investigations and eventual prosecution.

4.4

Mapping the Elements to the Grid

The combination of the incident management cycle described in Section 4.3
and the three decision making and activity levels described in Section 4.2 results
in a grid that constitutes the background of Figure 1. The 41 information
sharing elements of nine information exchange classes are mapped to the grid.
Note that the R* and S* military information exchange classes and the I6*
elements are not described in this chapter.
Each information sharing element has diﬀerent properties in terms of dynamics, time frame, amount of information, complexity of information, factual
or weak indication, etc. Figure 2 shows the outcome of the analysis of the time
criticality of the information sharing elements. Note that the most time critical information concerns the detection/incident response part of the incident
management cycle. The sharing of detection data is most valuable when shared
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Figure 3.

Standards and standardization eﬀorts mapped to exchange elements.

promptly, preferably as enriched actionable data, in order for other organizations to be able to act on the information [8].

5.

Standards and Standardization Eﬀorts

Certain information elements can be exchanged during face-to-face meetings
or via voice communications. The decision partly depends on the time criticality of the information that is to be shared [8]. Other information sharing
elements can or must be exchanged via electronic means (e.g., because of time
criticality or the amount of information to be shared). Simple information can
be exchanged in free format (e.g., via unstructured emails). The exchange of
more complex information requires structured exchange mechanisms, in other
words, using standardized methods. As part of this research, mappings were
performed for each element to existing standards (if any) as well as to de facto
standards and to other eﬀorts that may partially satisfy the needs of an identified information exchange element. Table 1 in the Appendix provides details
of the mappings. Figure 3 shows the mappings to the analysis framework grid.
The analysis shows that:
Most information exchange standards target the detection and incident
response phases, and the technical/operational levels. This agrees with
the statement on time criticality, which also shows that the sharing of de-
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tection and incident response data is most valuable when shared promptly.
Prompt information sharing requires a uniform and eﬃcient approach as
well as clear definitions of the data to be exchanged as reflected by the
development of standards.
Some standards target the sharing of strategic threat information.
For a large number of information sharing elements, no standards or active
standardization eﬀorts exist.
Not many information exchange elements bridge the strategic/policy and
tactical levels or the tactical and operational/technical levels.
Currently, there is a lack of interoperability of standards that would allow
the forwarding of information to other stakeholders in a subsequent phase
of the incident management cycle. For instance, there is a gap in moving
and reusing (technical) detection information to law enforcement.

6.

Conclusions

Information sharing of cyber security information is a complex organizational
topic as outlined by the good practice document on sharing cyber security information [8]. This chapter has discussed the decomposition of the information
sharing domain into a set of information sharing classes and elements using a
grid based on the incident management cycle and decision making levels. The
mapping shows where information exchange elements fit, the level of decision
making they support and the phases of the incident management cycle in which
they are involved
The grid of mapped elements facilitates discussions in organizations about
the types of information that can be shared with other organizations and the
conditions under which the information may be shared. Some information
elements can be shared easily while other elements require a base level of trust
and a secure means of transfer, processing and storage. For example, the sharp
distinction between information exchange elements of strategic importance to
organizations and technical intrusion detection data may eliminate internal
organizational barriers to information sharing with other public and private
organizations.
An organization may decide that the risk of an information security breach
is too high to allow the electronic exchange of the information. The information exchange elements help split (i.e., conduct a “triage” of) cyber security
information into classes and elements that can be shared without restrictions,
that can never be shared, and that can be shared on a case-by-case basis. The
grid can also be used to identify the time criticality of elements. The understanding of time criticality of information exchange elements may encourage
organizations to fine-tune the triage process before an incident occurs, thereby
enhancing organizational preparation for cyber resilience and incident response.
The grid also reveals the lack of standards or standardization eﬀorts for
some cyber security information exchange elements. The identified gaps may
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be used to develop a roadmap for developing future interoperable standards,
especially related to Class A (actors) and Class M (metrics). Moreover, some
standardization eﬀorts have overlooked certain needs – these come to the fore
in the mappings shown in Figures 1–3 and Table 1. In some cases, only minor
changes are required to create a de facto standard that provides the required
functionality (e.g., merely extending the standard with additional information
exchange fields).
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Appendix: Information Sharing Classes and Elements
This appendix contains detailed information about the information sharing classes
and elements. It characterizes the classes and elements. Note that the class name
abbreviation is derived from the information exchange type. An element with an
asterisk is a military cyber security information exchange element that is not described
in this chapter. Table 1 outlines the standards and standardization eﬀorts related to
specific information exchange elements. In particular, it shows the existing standards
(if any) as well as de facto standards and other eﬀorts that may partially satisfy the
needs of an information exchange element.
Class M: Sharing Cyber Situational Awareness Metrics
Instead of exchanging large amounts of detailed cyber anomaly information to improve
collaborative situational awareness, a number of metrics or (aggregation) indicators
may be shared to provide a high-level collaborative situational overview.
M1 – Cyber alert level: A single value defines the overall alert level of
another organization, denoting whether a significant threat is currently active
or whether the other organization is under attack. Examples are the MultiState Information Sharing and Analysis Center [12] and the SANS Internet
Storm Center [17].
M2 – Incident summary metrics and statistics: The number of open
incidents that another organization is currently handling and the number of
incidents that occurred in the past, including quarterly or yearly aggregates.
M3 – Vulnerability assessment metrics: The number of open vulnerabilities that another organization has identified in total and per type of system (or
network) presented in the context of the total number of scanned systems in order to obtain comparable metrics (e.g., average number of open vulnerabilities
per host).
M4 – Cyber security sensor alert metrics: The number of intrusion detection system alerts that another organization has received in the form of trend
indicators or a top-ten list of intrusion alerts. An absolute number is of less
value because it depends on the numbers, types and configurations of sensors
and the types of monitored networks.
M5 – Risk and impact metrics: Indicators of the (potential) impact to
the mission or business continuity of an organization such as the percentage of
automated teller machines aﬀected at a financial institution.
Class I: Sharing Incident Information
Active sharing of cyber incident information enables one collaborating organization
to inform the other collaborating organizations about incident observations, detection
methodologies and mitigation techniques so that the other organizations may better
detect and respond to similar incidents in their infrastructures.
I1 – Sharing information about own incident(s): An organization shares
incident information that it has been attacked and that its cyber operational
capabilities may be impacted.
I2 – Warning a partner organization that it is targeted: An organization
that monitors network traﬃc may encounter signs of a cyber attack targeting a
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partner organization. Sharing such information benefits the potentially aﬀected
organization and increases collaborative situational awareness.
I3 – Warning a partner organization that it is a cyber attack source:
Warning an organization that it is a source of cyber attacks on other organizations may quickly initiate mitigation actions that are beneficial to all the
collaborating organizations.
I4 – Sharing cyber actions: Sharing information about on-going incident response actions and other cyber actions that may impact collaborative business
services (missions). Situational reports include on-going actions, mitigation
planning, assets aﬀected, estimated time of completion, etc. Hot phase information is highly sensitive and should not be released to the public.
I5 – Querying another organization for similar incidents: An organization queries other organizations for incidents similar to the incident of interest.
Useful (sensitive) information may be shared in order to improve the speed and
the quality of the (collaborative) incident response.
I6* – Tasking order to manage a cyber incident or to take a mitigation
action.
I7 – Requesting help to manage a cyber incident: Another organization
with unique capabilities (e.g., knowledge and resources) may be asked to help
with the incident response.
I8 – Requesting the management of a cyber incident: Another organization may be asked to manage the cyber incident response.
Class T: Sharing Threat Information
A threat is the potential for compromise, loss or theft of information or supporting
cyber services and resources. A threat may be defined by its source, motivation or
result; it may be deliberate or accidental, violent or surreptitious, external or internal.
Sharing threat information is crucial to achieve and maintain the right cyber defensive
posture in collaborating organizations.
T1 – Sharing intelligence about threat agents, vectors and consequences: Sharing intelligence about adversarial cyber threats (source, intent,
capability, tactics, techniques, procedures, recent activity, etc.) in order to
maximize collaborative cyber defenses (e.g., [10]).
T2 – Sharing information on malware analysis: Malware analysis requires
advanced technical capabilities as well as resources that may be available at
other organizations. The shared information could include captured malware,
signatures, indicators of compromise, analysis techniques, tools and analysis
results.
T3 – Sharing information on exploit analysis: Information that allows
better detection of a specific threat, eﬀective protection against exploits and
information about exploit code availability and its eﬃciency against various
system and network configurations.
T4 – Sharing strategic threat information: This could involve regular
strategic level threat analysis and trend prediction [11] or a current situational
picture [18].
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Class V: Sharing General Vulnerability Information
Vulnerability information is critical to assess an organization’s defense posture and
to guide the mitigation measures needed to protect against the hostile exploitation
of a vulnerability. Inadequate knowledge about a vulnerability exposes networks and
systems to hostile exploitation.
V1 – Sharing non-public (closed) information about a specific vulnerability: This involves sharing information within a trusted community.
V2 – Sharing public information about a specific vulnerability: This
is accomplished by direct access (e.g., NVD [14]) or by the selective relaying of
information by a Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) or Information
Sharing and Analysis Center (ISAC).
V3 – Sharing alert and advisory information: This involves sharing
alerts, general advice and background information on a specific vulnerability.
Class D: Sharing Detection and Mitigation Information
Collaborative organizations can mitigate adversary tactics, techniques and procedures
by sharing malware and intrusion signatures, patch information, defensive strategies,
attack correlation patterns and domain blacklists.
D1 – Sharing intrusion signatures: Sharing intrusion signatures with other
collaborating organizations enables all the organizations to enhance their detection capabilities with minimal additional investments. Feedback on the eﬃciency of signatures could lead to signature refinement.
D2 – Sharing patch information: This involves sharing test procedures,
patch eﬃciency, deployment experiences and information about side eﬀects.
D3 – Sharing vulnerability assessment signatures: Vulnerability scanners allow users to add their custom signatures. Sharing these signatures with
other organizations enhances the collaborative resources and may reduce the
impact on collaborative services.
D4 – Sharing blacklists and whitelists: Blacklists are lists of suspicious
or malicious IP addresses, website URLs and email addresses that can be used
to block traﬃc and detect cyber attacks. Sharing provides collaborating organizations with access to more extensive and up-to-date blacklists. Whitelists
provide the reverse filtering capabilities of blacklists.
D5 – Sharing malware/exploit file signatures: Collaborating organizations may share signature patterns of malware or other suspicious files, including
file names, patterns, locations, sizes and identifying byte sequences.
D6 – Sharing indicator patterns: An indicator pattern is used to verify
that a system or network has been aﬀected by a cyber attack. If the attack
cannot be verified, deeper analysis may be required to determine whether a
compromise took place.
Class R*: Sharing Dynamic Risk Assessment and Operational Dependencies
Within a military coalition environment, coalition partners may critically rely on
shared cyber assets for the successful completion of a mission. Sharing operation
dependencies and information about the utilization of certain assets are, therefore,
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important. Three elements have been identified: (i) R1 – Sharing assets and operational dependencies; (ii) R2 – Sharing dynamic risk assessment information; and (iii)
R3 – Sharing information about cyber events that increase coalition risk.
Class S*: Sharing Information about Coalition-Shared Assets
If coalition partners share (security) health information of shared assets, other coalition partners can make better use of shared assets and react to changes in the health
of an asset. Six elements have been identified: (i) S1 – Identifying shared cyber assets; (ii) S2 – Sharing the security status of shared cyber assets; (iii) S3 – Sharing
the changes in the criticality of shared cyber assets; (iv) S4 – Sharing the security
status of coalition cyber assets; (v) S5 – Sharing security events concerning coalition
cyber assets; and (vi) S6 – Sharing risk assessments of coalition mission objectives
and cyber assets.
Class C: Sharing Compliance Policies and Status
If an organization knows the compliance requirements and the status of other organizations with which it collaborates to provide an end-to-end service, the cyber
defensive posture can be tuned.
C1 – Sharing compliance policies: Strong compliance may correlate with a
lower risk of incidents; detection and reaction to certain threats may be faster.
Collaboration with a weaker organization requires more security controls at the
interface. Sharing compliance information may help organizations fine-tune
their security eﬀorts.
C2 – Sharing compliance status: Even if an organization has a strong compliance policy, all its assets may not comply with the security policy. Knowledge of the actual compliance status enables collaborating organizations to tune
their security measures. One example is whether or not an organization can be
reached 24/7 in order to report a security incident.
Class B: Sharing Background and Reference Information
This category concerns background information that is not directly cyber security
information (e.g., contact details and reference information).
B1 – Sharing contact information: This information may include the contact details of the CERT team and the chief information security oﬃcer.
B2 – Sharing software and hardware product identifiers and characteristics: This information may include Common Platform Enumeration
(CPE) Dictionary data [13].
B3 – Sharing network topology information: Understanding the network
structure of another organization may increase the joint cyber situational awareness. Understanding the types of threats and vulnerabilities and the attack
paths existing in other organization also improves the joint cyber situational
awareness.
B4* – Sharing physical locations of sites and mobile platforms: This
helps understand the geolocation-dependent risk of an organization.
B5 – Sharing time zone information: This helps interpret logging and
other information pertaining to synchronized attacks against multiple organizations.
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Class G: Sharing Good Practices
Similar to sharing threat and incident information, the sharing of product, architecture and configuration information between collaborating organizations can help
reduce costs and improve the joint security posture.
G1 – Sharing good practice information: This includes good practice
guides, white papers and security architectures.
G2 – Sharing security settings: This includes system configuration information such as the steps required to harden a system.
G3 – Sharing recovery procedures and good practices: This may increase the resilience of cyber services.
G4 – Sharing lessons identified: Sharing information about what was good
and what went wrong may help other organizations avoid pitfalls during incident response. This information also increases the level of trust in partner
organizations.
Class A: Sharing Actor Information
Multiple organizations, including law enforcement, may need to exchange information
about cyber criminal or cyber espionage activities and the actors to be apprehended
and potentially prosecuted.
A1 – Sharing attribution information: This includes detailed technical,
analytical and sensitive intelligence about attack attribution.
A2 – Sharing actor information: This includes information about the suspected actors.
A3 – Sharing lawful interception information: This involves (electronic)
requests to tap certain information flows and to deliver the collected information
to law enforcement.
A4 – Requesting legal assistance or cooperation: This involves an (international) request for legal assistance/cooperation to arrest actors, collect and
safeguard evidence, and handle notice-and-takedown requests.
A5 – Sharing evidence and prosecution information: This involves sharing information in criminal investigations and for possible prosecution.

Table 1: Information exchange classes and elements.
Class

Standards
(see [16])

De facto standards
and other eﬀorts

Class M: Sharing Cyber
Situational Awareness
M1: Cyber alert level

MS-ISAC cyber alert
level; InfoCon

M2: Incident summary
metrics and statistics

Incident statistics [11];
VERIS [18]
Continued on next page
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Table 1. Information exchange classes and elements (continued).
Class

Standards
(see [16])

De facto standards
and other eﬀorts

M3: Vulnerability assessment
metrics

CWSS; CVSS/CCSS

M4: Cyber security sensor
alert metrics

No eﬀorts identified

M5: Risk and impact metrics

CWRAF (and CWSS);
EBIOS method; Risk
management language

Class I: Sharing Incident
Information
I1: Sharing information about
own incident(s)

IODEF over RID

I2: Warning a partner organization that it is targeted

IODEF (Partial)

I3: Warning a partner organization that it is a cyber attack
source

ARF

I4: Sharing cyber actions

IODEF over RID
(Report)

I5: Querying another organization about similar incidents

IODEF over RID
(Query)

I6: Tasking order (Military*)
I7: Requesting help to manage
a cyber incident

IDMEF;
VERIS (Commercial)

IODEF
(Purpose is mitigation)

VERIS (Commercial)
*Military

IODEF over RID
(Trace request, Investigation request)

I8: Requesting the management of a cyber incident

No eﬀorts identified

Class T: Sharing Threat
Information
T1: Sharing intelligence about
threat agents, vectors and consequences

STIX over
TAXII [16]

OpenIOC; CybOX;
CAPEC; NASL

T2: Sharing information on
malware analysis

MAEC

OpenIOC; CybOX

T3: Sharing information on
exploit analysis

OpenIOC

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Information exchange classes and elements (continued).

Class

Standards
(see [16])

De facto standards
and other eﬀorts

T4: Sharing strategic threat
information

SCAP/CAPEC

STIX over TAXII

V1: Sharing non-public information about a vulnerability

OVAL, CVRF on
top of CVE, CWE,
ITU-T X.1206;
IODEF-SCI/
RFC7203

CWSS; CVSS;
CWRAF; DAF
Relates to ISO/IEC
29147:2014 and
ISO/IEC 30111:2013

V2: Sharing public information about a vulnerability

CVRF, NVD on top
of CVE, CWE,
ITU-T X.1206

CWSS; CVSS;
CWRAF
Relates to ISO/IEC
29147:2014 and
ISO/IEC 30111:2013

Class V: Sharing General
Vulnerability Information

V3: Sharing alert and advisory
information

CAP; CVRF; CAIF
(Simple factsheets)

Class D: Sharing Detection and Mitigation Information
D1: Sharing intrusion signatures

OpenIOC

OVAL; XCCDF

D2: Sharing patch information

OVAL;
ITU-T X.1206

ISA-TR 62443-2-3
(Draft)

D3: Sharing vulnerability
assessment signatures

OVAL; XCCDF

NASL

D4: Sharing blacklists and
whitelists

Blacklists and
whitelists (ASCII)

D5: Sharing malware/exploit
file signatures

OpenIOC

D6: Sharing indicator patterns

CybOX; MEAC

OpenIOC; NASL

SCAP

AI

Class B: Sharing Background and Reference Information
B1: Sharing contact information

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Information exchange classes and elements (continued).
Class

Standards
(see [16])

De facto standards
and other eﬀorts

B2: Sharing hardware and
software product identifiers
and characteristics

SCAP/CPE

AI; CPE; CCE;
SACM (Draft)

B3: Sharing network topology
information

AI; CCE;
SACM (Draft)

B4*: Sharing physical locations of sites and mobile platforms

*Military
(Possible civilian use)

B5: Sharing time zone information

No eﬀorts identified

Class C: Sharing Compliance Policies and Status
C1: Sharing compliance policies

No eﬀorts identified

C2: Sharing compliance status

PLARR (ASR/ARF);
XCCDF; XDAS

Class G: Sharing Good
Practices
G1: Sharing good practice information

CVRF (Mitigation)

G2: Sharing security settings

OVAL; XCCDF;
PLARR (ASR/ARF);
CCE

G3: Sharing recovery procedures and good practices

No eﬀorts identified

G4: Sharing lessons identified

No eﬀorts identified

Class A: Sharing Actor Information
A1: Sharing attribution
information

STIX over TAXII;
CDESF (Terminated)

A2: Sharing actor information

STIX over TAXII

A3: Sharing lawful interception information

RFC 3924;
TIIT (Transport of
intercepted traﬃc)

ETSI lawful intercept
standards

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Information exchange classes and elements (continued).

Class

Standards
(see [16])

De facto standards
and other eﬀorts

A4: Requesting legal assistance or cooperation

No eﬀorts identified

A5: Sharing evidence and
prosecution information

STIX over TAXII
(Incomplete)

Class S*: Sharing Information about Shared
Cyber Assets
S1*: Identifying shared cyber
assets

*Military

S2*: Sharing the security status of shared cyber assets

*Military

S3*: Sharing changes in the
criticality of shared cyber assets

*Military

S4*: Sharing the security status of coalition cyber assets

*Military

S5*: Sharing security events
concerning coalition cyber assets

*Military

S6*: Sharing risk assessments
of coalition mission objectives
and cyber assets

*Military

Class R*:
Sharing Dynamic Risk Assessment
and Operational Dependencies
R1*: Sharing assets and operational dependencies

*Military

R2*: Sharing dynamic risk assessment information

*Military

R3*: Sharing information
about cyber events that
increase coalition risk

*Military

